Do Me Dream Life
			

		
The world goes, Aaack
				
and I go with it
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I was a sleeper
In a past life, I slept
I know it

		
In my past life, I was dead
		
so I am always wanting to be quiet
		like that
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Meet the day with bright face on
I may never do it
I may never listen to some oldies
and not want to undo it
ones about the sun, here comes it

		
		
		
		

I only wish I loved life better
it deserves to be
but I am not sure
of the point of me

		
		

Still, I want to tell you
I was not made to be supplementary

Don’t want to be a sad song only
but a song pitched high and loving sometimes
		
want to crack high in my voice and break
		
open ‘til my throat would bellow – OH –
		
I am a singer ‘til my days are done, yes
		
sing high and often
		
sing low and often
		
sing sweet and lonely
		
sing rich and stealthy
		
holy – OH –
		
I am in the spirit of the song
		
– OH – I am a wisher in this singing over
		
		
Wish that I could rewrite the walls
		
so they be soft and beamish
		
slick with satin undertakings
		
I am the warrior who will lip-service prowess
		
‘til it is wrecked and bleeding in a cask I drink
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There’s a diphthong in my chest and I am lugging my own eyesight up my
spine
There is always…
		
The car behind the truck
		
the wishing around the blockage
		phlegm, obviously		in abundance
				capitalism
				self-indulgence
				sloth
				sugar
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One step over the borderline
one step over the line

			
			

I’m high on life
or something like it

 		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

My nature poem would
include an inner tube
all the boys tripped out on spawning
chum in a fish herd
Matthew lost contemplating refraction
the distance between he and his own hand
my own feet edging along the bank
locating a spot to spring from
Elaine, back arched over a boulder
Steve in a daze, face to the sky

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Swam the creek and salmon met me
forked around my swimming body
forked in rows of salmon school
swam the creek and baby met me
dove his body from the bank
and I have seen the light on water
yes I have seen it do that thing

		
		
		
		
		

Though I slept and woke again
broke inside my own dream head
napping nearly drooled my eyes out
crying I am here again
crying I’m still here

		
		
		
		

Sadness from too much sleep
dreams on screen and off
rapes and their rapists
all kinds all sorts all over

		
No need to narrate
			get on
				get on
		
dissolve into Chico
		
this wild flower is not a present
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for your blazer’s button-hole
it lives here

		
		
		
		

Hurt my body
swinging out an Oak tree
scraped its hide against my own
the sting and burn, I am alive

		
		
		
		

Let a pinecone be a pinecone, I say
as I commit further acts of human chauvinism
and ask the Redwood tree
how to be an ally

Laying sleeping
		
on the bed all slant-wise
		
thought there’d been an earthquake
				
I was shaking sleeping waking
			
Heard a plane inside my head
				take off
				take off
				take off
			
turned out I was only
				falling
				
waking
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The tranqs here are strong
					in the mouth
					
sucking
							to sleep
						& we’re off
				traveler, song singer
				my very own
				agent of transport
				
				
				
				

but pony only makes the daisies fall
‘stead of arrows fall the daisies
‘stead of fire burns the sunny day
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Body’s body woke it up
			
subtle, soft and pulsing
			
awoke and rubbed its eyes
			and saw
		

“The Spirit World Rising”

			head rears back
			
and hands begin to fly
			birds n’ horses
			birds n’ horses
			
my body’s birds n’ horses
			
a crab hunched and snapping in my shoulder
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Something in the mane & tail
			
something in the gathering
			of banquet greens
			rider, carrot-hander, alfalfa-splitter
			
step off from here
			
& go you back to men & things
			
			

but nighttime is for horses
may they stand aloft in sleep

			favor the blue-green
			
what lives under the skin
			
behind the eye lids
			in the mid-brain
			rocking the hindquarters
			working the footsteps
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The sun, when it’s on—it’s really on
		
and they said unto the pony
				you are good
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